Sun 4/7/63

Marx. Edna in hospital this month; in charge of office and utterly incompetent (hopefully some replacement soon.) Can't find anything, + drowned any hope. Line proposal line. NASA renewal first llamada sent, 1/14 before that. Zucker meetings: Teaching this quarter also not really planned. Ice + Chapman visit last week: Try to set up new computer arrangements. Income tax coming up. Worst - no time to think what to do first. What to do about it all. Israel cancelled - Weigel/Weinstein last Sunday, after Zygmunt Zbierski's session, afternoon line with Aldo, Hurley + Schneider. Ice + Chapman + progress on paper, though >76, tectonic,写作

Major concordances on science + literature;
nightingales + need for new poetry
B&W (attributed poetry of H. W. Menard)